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Extra on Face Reading-CHIN

Face/Palm Reading
General Reading
Chin governs our late life as well as subordinates, if any.
Round Chin is better than sharp Chin.
Good Chin is mole less with slightly protruding outward, too much is not good.
Dented Chin means unsustainable wealth.
A square chick bone protruding outward is a traitor!

Detail Reading
Mouth Chin

(Ages 61 to 71)
The chin represents a person’s journey of life from age 61 to 71. A good chin will lead
to good later or retirement years for a person. A good chin is defined as wide,
protruding forward and having fullness in the neck area. Such a chin means having
good children that are caring and with sufficient funds to enable one to retire with a
good quality of life. This is also an area of subordinates that work for you or your
house cleaners.
Round chin
This person is said to have strong family values and leadership skills. Such a person
will gain trust and respect from kids and subordinates.
Sharp/pointy chin
This person is the analytical type, demanding yet creative, yet lacking the stamina or
persistence to succeed. As opposed to a round chin, this person does not have strong
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family values. Such a person is likely to be lonesome in their later years.
Square chin
Such a person is an action-type person that will not take ‘no’ for an answer. Such a
person is active, love sports, and with such a chin is equipped with the stamina and
persistence to succeed.
Square chin with bulging sideways jawbones
People with such jawbones are ruthless and ungrateful and will go all-out to get what
they want. Such people are revengeful, vindictive, narrow-minded and selfish.
Please write to info@misterfengshui.com
Your letters and comments are always welcomed!

-Kerby Kuek
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